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time into planning and executing
these two Salesian events.

Dear Salesian Sisters and
Brothers,
Our Regional, Fr. Tim Ploch, periodically will email the provincials
of the region, a message updating us
on his “whereabouts.” He always
titles it: “Donde Esta El Regional?”
or “Donde Estuvo El Regional?,”
meaning where is the Regional or
where has the Regional been? This
is what I would like to title this letter:
“Where has the Provincial been?”
or “Where is the Provincial?” It has
been three weeks since I have written an update on my “whereabouts.”
The last few weeks have been filled
with much traveling and “Salesian
enriching” activities. On March
19th, I was in Bellflower, California,
participating in the Salesian Family
Day and the Rock Out Youth Poverty evening. I wish to congratulate
all those who put so much work and

The Salesian Family Day included
members of the Salesian Family and
had as its theme: the Strenna for this
year: WE ARE FAMILY: Every
Home, A School of Life and Love.
The day was composed of presentations on the Strenna and it included
prayer time, snacks, good conversation and a wonderful lunch. I presided at the Eucharist which brought
the Family Day to a close at 3pm.
It was a wonderful day of family
connections and enriching reflections on our Salesian Charism.
But, the Family Day did not really
end at 3pm. At 4pm, those who
wished and, all were encouraged to
stay, the Province Youth Ministry
Department led us through the rest
of the day with booths, food, music
and presentations on Social Justice issues. Several speakers (two
young boys from Honduras who had
escaped the violence in their country and a Syrian immigrant who had
also left Syria because of the war),
shared their stories and struggles
of how they made it to the United
States. The day was inspirational
and educational. Once again, the
Salesian Family was challenged
to open its borders and widen the
boundaries of family.

HAPPY EASTER
APRIL BIRTHDAYS
Fr. Nick Reina.....................07
Fr. Tho Bui..........................17
Br. Mike Herbers................17
Fr. Steven Way....................17
Br. James Nguyen...............17
PLEASE PRAY FOR OUR SICK
Fr. Lucian Lomello, SDB
Br. Jerry Weirich, SDB
Br. Tony Matse, SDB
Fr. Armand Oliveri, SDB
Fr. Mario Rosso, SDB
Fr. John O’Brien, SDB
Fr. Avelino Lorenzo, SDB
REST IN PEACE
Martha Nguyen Thi Phu
Aunt of Frs. Chinh/Chuyen Nguyen
10/10/1952 - 3/31/2017

Doris Roche
Mother of Fr. John Roche.
RIP on Jan.23rd

Fr. Amable Lorenzo, SDB
In the evening of Saturday, March
25, I flew out of San Francisco for
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the brother of our Fr. Avelino
RIP on Jan.18th
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Cochabamba, Bolivia for our InterRegional Team meeting. These
meetings included the provincial
councils of the 13 provinces from
our region and the members of the
General Council which includes
the Rector Major. Our Provincial
Council also participated.
I arrived in Cochabamba on Monday morning, March 27th, after
many long hours waiting at airports
for transfers to Cochabamba. The
week at our Salesian Retreat House
in Cochabamba turned out to be a
very beautiful experience of family,
good and honest discussions, lots
of fodder for reflection, prayer and
a very hospitable setting with great
fraternal gatherings. Hats off to Fr.
Javier Ortiz, the Provincial of our
province in Bolivia, for his leadership in helping to execute such a
productive and memorable week.
Of course, many other were part
of this organizational team, including Fr. Tim Ploch, our Regional,
who helped organize the schedule,
speakers and other logistics. So, a

big THANK YOU to all who participated in creating this wonderful
Salesian experience.
Among the topics discussed at the
Team Meetings were those of redimensioning, formation, formation
of the laity, finances, the Salesian
Family and vocations. Different
members of the General Council
gave presentations and the Rector
Major intervened at different times
(quite often) to help clarify the
Congregation’s position and views
on different topics. Our Provincial
Councils met at designated times
and were asked to come up with
goals and actions steps on how to
implement some of these issues in
our provinces. When we discussed
Formation, our two United States
Provincial Councils met together.
I found this joint gathering quite
helpful. Most of us flew back home
on Sunday, April 2. I arrived into
San Francisco on Monday, April 3.
The week of my return to the provincial house was quite hectic with
all day meetings for Directors and
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Pastors on Wednesday, April 5 and
provincial council meetings all day
Thursday and Friday of that same
week. On Friday evening, after our
provincial council meetings, I flew
out to San Antonio, Texas. I arrived
at midnight.
My purpose for going to Texas was
two-fold. My official provincial
visitation was scheduled for our
Salesian Parish of San Luis Rey in
Laredo, Texas. But, I flew out a
few days earlier due to an invitation
from the Salesain Sisters to preside
at a Mass for Gratitude Day for Sr.
Patricia King. This year Sr. Patricia
will end her term as provincial of
the Salesian Sisters in the Western
Province. She still has a few more
months before Sr. Rosann Ruiz takes
over as the new provincial. The entire province, minus those who were
too sick to participate, were present.
The Salesian Family had also been
invited. Besides the Eucharist, several musical presentations were performed and a box lunch offered to
all in the outside patio. We thank Sr.
2

Patricia for her years of dedicated
service and her openness in working with the Salesian Brothers and
Priests.

I spent Holy Week visiting our Parish in Laredo, speaking to all those
in the community and participating
in the Parish services including Easter Sunday Masses. I wish to thank
Fr. Mike Gergen for his hospitality,
generosity and dedicated service to
the people of the Parish. Fr. Roberto Ledezma (from Bolivia) and Br.
Gustavo Ramirez (third year Theology student) plus two other young
people, make up the small Laredo
community. I also wish to thank
them for their dedicated service
and commitment to form a Salesian community. The Parish community appreciates the Salesians
and their dedicated service not only
to the parish but to all of Laredo. I
spent a few days visiting with
ince then
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and all it entails.
I pray that this Easter Season will
bring all of us renewed hope and a
heart that dreams and never gives
up; one that sees miracles and
blessings (even in the moments of
darkness and death) and does not
focus and wallow in the negative.
Our world is filled with those types
of people. Christians and Salesians
are asked to be different, to see with
eyes of faith and to trust that just
like the Jesus who was crucified was
raised to a new and transformative
life, we too will be graced with that
gift of Resurrection. That is my
prayer and wish for all of you!
With warm regards and gratitude,

Fr. Ted Montemayor, SDB
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St. Patrick’s Day
Salesian Family Province Day,
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I flew back to San Francisco on Saturday and will be at the Provincial
House for two weeks before traveling to Los Angeles to continue my
visitation schedule. This week I
will begin the visitation of the Provincial House community, I will fly
down south for Don Bosco Tech’s
Gala which will honor Fr. Nick
Reina and attend several meetings.
So, life goes on and keeps me busy.
I wish all of you a blessed and holy
Easter Season! We have entered
this beautiful time which offers us
so much hope, new possibilities,
and life giving opportunities. God
is always ready not only to forgive
sins but to fill us with new life. Today’s feast of Mercy reminds us that
God’s mercy is not cheap and limited. It overflows and is always there
for the asking. We are asked to be
humble, to be open, to trust and to
be grateful. God never lets us down.
Perhaps, our small mindedness and
doubts keep us from really experiencing this new life, this vision and
dream of Resurrection
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Directors-Pastors Meeting,
10:00 AM to Dinner,
Corpus Christi, San Francisco
Provincial Council Meeting,
Provincial Residence, San Francisco
Provincial Visitation,
San Luis Rey, Laredo
Easter Sunday
North American Salesian Conference
New Hampshire
Board Meeting, Bosco Tech,
Rosemead @ 10:00 AM
Provincial Visitation, Provincial
Residence, San Francisco

Province Finance Advisory
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Committee, San Francisco @ 5:20
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On Easter Sunday, Salesians gathered to celebrate Easter in northern California (hosted by Provincial House Community) and in southern California (hosted by St. John Bosco Community).
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Congratulations!
April 20, 2017, Brother Benito Guerrero, SDB was inducted to the Theta Rho Chapter of Sigma Delta Pi
(National Spanish Honor Society) for excellence in study of the Spanish Language Arts.
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Salesian
Youth
Lenten
Retreat
Holy Week is one of the most important moments in the
Catholic Church. So many times there is so much work
putting together services and getting ready for the big
celebration that we miss seeing how a young person experiences and celebrates this wonderful moment.
In trying to understand the possibilities of urban young
people being a part of this celebration, the St. Dominic
Savio Youth Ministry put together a Salesian Youth Lenten Retreat to help young people unwrap the mystery of
the resurrection. The retreat lasted four days, Sunday to
Wednesday, from 7pm-9pm each day.
The retreat started on Palm Sunday with some icebreakers and explanations of basic rules and expectations. On
Monday we focused on unwrapping the meaning of Holy
Thursday. Tuesday, we analyzed the seven last words of
Jesus Christ and how the Resurrection and Sacraments
are gifts from God. We also taught our young people how
to pray a full rosary which was a first for many of the
participants.
Wednesday was a particularly special day. We went out
to visit some of the parishioners in their homes. This was
extremely important for the young people because it was
the first time they went to different families and prayed
for them and with them. Normally each group visits a
total of three families for the entire night. After praying
the rosary at each house, the youth participants return
to the parish youth center for a quick debriefing of the
experience.

Many of the young people felt very positively about the
event. Here are some of theirs comments:
“It is the first time I visited people who are not my family. They don’t know me but they welcomed me as if they
had known me all my life.”
“I never knew how much our society is in need of prayers.
The family that I visited prayed for the poor people, they
didn’t focus on their needs.”
“The house that I visited gave me food and they were
super excited to see me.”
Many of the young people felt very positively about the
event. Here are some of theirs comments:
“(This) is the first time I visited people who are not my
family. They don’t know me but they welcomed me as if
they had known me all my life.”
“I never knew how much our society is in need of prayers.
The family that I visited prayed for the poor people, they
didn’t focus on their needs.”
“The house that I visited gave me food and they were
super excited to see me.”
Happy Easter
Jaun Carlos
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WeCare Holy Week
WeCare is a Youth Development Program, unlike a normal tutoring center the staff of WeCare aims to go above
and beyond just math and writing. They instill the values
of education, respect, integrity, and most importantly Jesus Christ. WeCare does not go a day without saying our
prayers as a group, they are blessed to wake up every
day and blessed to work together as family through our
God.
Many kids at WeCare come from a public school. This in
turn means that Easter for them is an immediate thought
of a bunny and finding eggs with candy inside them.
Since this program started, the challenge of the staff has
been to educate their children with what the real meaning of lent is and why this act became a major role in our
Catholic faith.
They started with Holy Thursday, which was done on
Wednesday to accommodate a schedule without the kids
on the weekends. The kids were all put in a classroom
and were explained the meaning of the last supper. They
did a hangman activity and showed them what Jesus told
his disciples the day he washed their feet and gave them
the body and blood of Christ. As an act of serving others,
just as Jesus did for his disciples, they had each kid grab
a snack and give it to a different student.

On Good Friday (noticed on Thursday), they explained
to the kids the death of Jesus and why he chose to be
crucified. The act of selflessness as Jesus died for our
sins was explained to WeCare as a group. It was an emotional time and a realization moment for some kids from
a public school that God is to be worshipped and praised
each and every day for what he did for us. Their prayer
that day was powerful and full of love in remembrance
of Jesus Christ.
On Friday they celebrated Easter for the kids. Before
they began the staff once again mentioned that the official Holy Friday was on that day and that throughout
the day they must be respectful and in remembrance of
Jesus Christ. WeCare went through stations of activities for Easter to resemble the stations that Jesus went
through on his endeavor to be crucified. At the end of
the day they did their annual Easter egg hunt and along
with candies and prizes eggs also had bible verses for
them to keep close over Easter weekend as Jesus rose
from the dead.
Easter Sunday.
Manny Reyes
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“Our “Easter Story at St. Joseph’s”
Rosemead, CA
By Sheila and Louis Kun, Cooperators
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- April 2017

Newsletter for Salesian Missionary Animation

A Publication of the Missions Sector for the Salesian Communities and Friends of the Salesian Mission
Alleluia! The Lord Jesus, on his third day in the profound darkness of death,
hears the joyful call of the Father to return to life. This is the fundamental
reason why every Salesian community also learns to shine forth the joy of his
call, to shine forth the joy of the Risen One.
We are reminded of the missionary appeal from the Rector Major on 8 December of last year. He said, “The mission to evangelize the world demands of us,
the Salesians of Don Bosco, to go beyond, to be more open, to respond to so
many requests that keep coming to us continuously from the Church for an evangelizing mission in various
places and among so many peoples.”
The light of Easter makes us understand that this mission of evangelization is a response. All peoples of the
world, especially the youth, have the right and a thirst for the Good News of the Lord, the conqueror of sin and
death.
Dear confrere – young and not so young – you are still in time to write to the Rector Major (afartime@sdb.org)
your letter expressing your availability for the mission ad gentes, ad exteros, ad
d vitam. The 148th Salesian
Salesi
Missionary Expedition of next September is already almost ready! Only YOU are missing!
ng!
Happy Easter!

Fr. Guillermo
ermo Basañes,
Basañes SDB
Councillor for the missions
This month, where Holy Week blossoms out into Easter, we also see the blossoming of several years of reflection on the First Proclamation of Jesus Christ, a reflection made in the
course of 8 Study Days spread over five continents. At Cachoeira do Campo, Brazil, from 23
to 30 April we shall hold the first regional seminar of missionary animation and formation, in
collaboration with the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians. The aim is to understand, deepen and assimilate the theme of First Proclamation. We shall also look for a concrete, educative pastoral path to make it systematic. We wish to consolidate within the provinces the
practice of this First Proclamation of Jesus Christ in the various sectors of our presences.
This seminar in Brazil will be followed by others: in Thailand, for Asia and Oceania, from 13
to 20 August; In 2018, at Fatima, for Europe, from 04 to 11 March; and finally for Africa, at
Johannesburg, from 12 to 19 August. Announcing the Risen Lord in all the various cultures of
the world is the compelling and on-going mission of the Church. We need to announce him in the context of rich cultural traditions through mutually enriching dialogue; in contexts that are strongly secularised, but with a great hunger
for spirituality and a search for a meaning in life; in contexts of wide openness to the Good News; in contexts of a certain weariness within Christianity, with a need for fresh vitality. All these contexts are a part of the human reality of
today. They are all in continuous evolution, and not bound within defined geographic boundaries.
We offer the world, particularly the young, our witness of a happy and coherent evangelical life, and a rich and generous love. These give rise to the question, “What urges you to live this way?” Only pastoral wisdom can enable us to respond to this “opening of the door” with the “logic of faith” such as, “In the footsteps of Don Bosco, we too are, all of
us and on every occasion, called to be educators to the faith. Our most sublime knowledge is, therefore, that of Jesus
of Jesus Christ; and our greatest joy is to reveal to everyone the unfathomable richness of his mystery.” (Const. 34)
There are so many “mission lands” in our playgrounds, our corridors, our classrooms, our workshops, our offices, where we spend the whole of our day. Each of them call out to us for one or another form of First Proclamation in
all its fullness. The book “First Proclamation” will soon reach your provincial house. It is a tool of formation. Hopefully
it will motivate you to face the challenges of being a missionary today.

Congratulations, Cagliero11!!! We have hit a century – No.100! This simple bulletin of missioinary animation is published in Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese, English, French, Russian, Ukranian, Slovakian, Czech, Cantonese Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese, Polish,
German, Japanese, Khasi and so many other languages. It is simple and familiar, but an incisive instrument of missionary animation.
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“MY GREATEST JOY IS TO KNOW THAT THE SEED IS GIVING FRUITS ”
t was my grandmother who gave birth to my vocation to be a missionary among
indigenous peoples. She had indigenous blood and, hence, I had a closeness to
them right in my genes.
I was born at Manaus. We migrated to the interior, where we lived eight years
surviving through hunting and on the fruits we cultivated. We had to walk four
kilometers to attend Mass. An Italian priest used to preside. When I completed
primary school my family returned to the city. There, at the age of 14, I started
learning Catechism and began to help at liturgical functions. I heard about the
Salesians from the “good nights” my father used to give us. He had studied in a
Salesian school at Rio Negro.
After secondary school I tried out a vocational experience as a volunteer in a social project called “Don Bosco For Minors”. I
remember very well a statement by the provincial of the time. He told me and another young person, “We need young
people to work among the indigenous peoples of Rio Negro ...”. These words left a deep mark on me.
In 2006, during my regency, I started working among the Yanomami in Maturacá.
That year, together with my community, I carried out several activities among these
indigenous young people and their families: oratory, education, catechesis, .... .
After this rich experience among the Yanomami I went on to study theology at Ratisbonne, Jerusalem. In 2013 I was sent to the indigenous people of river Marauiá. I
accepted this obedience with great joy.
I have now been working four years with the Yanomami. I am the director of a
school. Since two years my teachers and I do the pastoral work of catechizing people. I think my motto at my ordination and religious profession have a lot to do with
my missionary vocation to work among the indigenous. “I am here; send me” (Is 6,8)
was my motto at my religious profession. “Thy will be done” was my motto at my diaconate; “The good shepherd lays down
his life for his sheep” (Jn 10,11) at my priestly ordination.
I do face some challenges: the lack of Salesian missionaries in this area; some organizations in our region block the work of
the Salesians, wanting to turn the indigenous against us; the scarcity of material means to develop the mission among the
Yanomami and other ethnic groups of the area; the enormous distances from one community to the next.
I look back at the years I have spent in the Salesian Missionary Province of the Amazon and my greatest joy is to watch the
fruits of the hard work of our Salesians. So many of them dedicated their lives to this indigenous mission. The seeds of the
Incarnate Word were already present in the hearts of these people. The missionaries woke them up and made them sprout.
Today we are a part of the history of these indigenous peoples. We shall continue to sow seeds that will bear abundant fruits
in this region of Rio Negro in the form of good Christians and honest indigenous citizens.
On the occasion of the Salesian Missionary Day 2017 I wish to leave a message to young people: do not be afraid to say “YES”
to working among indigenous peoples. They need your presence among them to share the knowledge of various cultures.
Come without prejudices. Discover the wealth of the indigenous peoples. It is possible for all of us to live in harmony, respecting the cultures of each other. We can share our knowledge if we are humble of heart. Do not afraid to learn from a
new experience of cultural sharing and an experience of the Lord, in the Salesian spirit of Don Bosco.

I

P. Lázaro Santos, sdb
Rector of the Salesian Mission - Maturacá River. Indigenous State School “Imaculada Conceição”- Amazonas ; BRAZIL

Witness of Salesian Missionary Sanctity

Fr. Pierluigi Cameroni SDB, Postulator General for the Causes of Saints

Venerable Mons. Octavio Ortiz Arrieta (1878-1958), the first Salesian of Perù, bishop of
Chachapoyas. In his first pastoral letter of 1922 he addressed the faithful of his diocese thus:
“If you are the father of the family, educate your children in the holy fear of God. Do not forget that in this sweet temple of the family you are the priest of the Most High. There, you are
the one entrusted with preaching and piety. Let religion be what forms the tender hearts of
your children, if you wish to see them grow up wise and healthy, useful to religion and to the
nation, and one day, happy inhabitants of heaven.”

For Salesian Vocations

Salesian Missionary Intention

That every Salesian community may radiate the joy of being called by the Lord.
There are many ways of ‘giving one’s life’ for the young. One is to pray for them, with the
greatest love possible. To ask that they respond generously, each to his vocation, is to ask
something bigger and better for someone who is beginning life. Then if the call is to leave
their nets and follow the Lord through total consecration to him, there is no greater treasure
or more precious pearl on this earth that they can bind their heart to. But the positive response remains a mystery hidden where the grace of God encounters the freedom of each person: prayer remains the main means of vocation promotion.
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excess weight or obesity, or even at risk for weightrelated conditions. This is why it is so important for you
to realize that YOUR WEIGHT DOES MATTER!

Eat too much

By Sheila Kun RN, BA, BSN, MS
(Salesian Cooperator)

By
Sheila Kun, Cooperator
I am approaching the subject of weight gingerly. Why? I

Let me begin by going into the physiological component of a fat cell this week. From Wikipedia in its definition of Adipocyte: Adipocytes, also known as lipocytes
and fat cells, are the cells that primarily compose
adipose tissue, specialized in storing energy as fat.

don’t want people to think that I am critical of you just
because you might be on the “heavy” side. I want to
have a deeper understanding of weight and how that
affects your health. For the coming weeks, we will
unravel how our weight could change our health and
more importantly what can we do about it. I dare not
offend you by making broad statements about weight
or obesity. Hence I was extremely happy to come across
this website “Weight Matters” in their introductory
statement about why weight matters. It begins with an
opening statement which reflects my belief and my
motivation to begin our conversation on weight.
The issue of weight matters to people in many different
ways. It evokes many different emotions and can often
be difficult to talk about with your healthcare provider,
spouse, friend, loved one or others.
The most important reason why weight matters is
because of your health.

I have been scratching my head after reading the coverThere
story are
by Bonnie
Liebman
from thethat
Nutrition
Action
many health
implications
accompany
Health
forsuch
Aprilas2017.
I have
very good reasons
excessLetter
weight,
diabetes,
hypertension,
sleep
to be frustrated. Obesity, an epidemic that we care about,
apnea and others. Sometimes weight can even affect
is so multi-faceted that no one specific study could give
emotional health as well. It is not uncommon for someyou the right explanation as to the root cause of the proboneTake
dealing
with weight
issues
to be affected
by
lem.
the Manhattan
Project
mentioned
in the article.
or a lack
of self-confidence.
Indepression
2012, Forbes
called
the Nutrition Science Initiative
(NuSI) website “a Manhattan Project to end the obesity
Gaining excess
realizing evidence
the healthinimplicaepidemic
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conclusive
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hypothesized
that “when
tions is not
always
easiest
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In fact,we
cut
carbs,
daily
insulin
secretion
went
down,
that
should
most Americans do not realize that they are affected
by
have released fat from their fat cells, boosting fat loss

while relieving the internal starvation and therefore
causing calorie burning to go up.” says Kevin Hall, one
of the senior investigators. It didn’t. They found the opposite result. Instead of speeding fat loss, the low-carb
actually slowed it down. Even with a very low carb diet
Your
homework
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Care
Ministry
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and
a longer
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thefrom
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calorie
burning
week:
weight
and –height
Next week
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was
onlyget
57your
calories
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not a ready.
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Another
Diet-Fits Study from Stanford: Professor ChrisMass Index).

topher Gardner randomized 609 overweight or obese
people
to either
a healthy
low-fat
The Care
Ministry
welcomes
your diet or a health lowcarb
diet.
Subjects
were
told
to eat as little white flour
comments/suggestions: kunlouis@gmail.com
and sugar and as many higher-fiber vegetables as possi-
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ble. They were not told to cut calories. After a year, each
group had lost an average of about 13 pounds. And, as in
earlier studies, the results varied dramatically. “Someone
lost 60 pounds, someone gained 20 pounds, and we saw
everything in between.” Their limited genetic analysis
could not explain the variance either.
A few comments did make sense to me - Hall did mention that the way we produce, market, and make highly
palatable food available at every turn so you can’t avoid
getting fat is a reality. He felt that we pushed this flood
of calories into the food system with our processed food
products.
Our brain is not helping either. If the companies are constantly pushing us to eat and drink, why can’t we just
say no? This is an interesting question. The human brain
evolved in a time where food was really scare, says Ashley Gearhardt, assistant professor of psychology at the
University of Michigan. Our brain was programmed to
find food, say berries in the wood, rewarding, and for
survival, we would remember and be motivated to look
for it. In contrast, we didn’t need a defense against eating
too much. “The signals and brakes that we put on eating
are pretty weak, because for most of human existence,
they were completely unnecessary, “says Gearhardt. Our
ancestors may have searched for berries. We can’t walk
through a mall without being tempted by 1,000 – calorie Haagen-Dazs Banana split Dazzlers with ice cream,
fudge, whipped cream, and strawberries.
By now you might still be confused as to what causes
us to eat too much. You are not alone. I am still puzzled
as to why we eat so much more than we need. We may
not find the scientific answer. However, I am convinced
that the way we produced calorie-loaded processed food,
the clever advertising to trick us into buying a huge portion (a bargain) and its attractive presentation of the tasty
food all contribute to the same outcome – eat more, have
a large portion, you are hungry.
Next week, let us explore what may help to resist the
flood of junk food in our daily life.
Your homework assignment from the Care Ministry this
week: What can you do to resist the flood of junk food
fighting for your attention?
The Care Ministry welcomes your comments/suggestions: kunlouis@gmail.com
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